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correctness of links.Q: How can I disable reloading of the views in Facebook in rails 3.1.0 How can I
disable the reloading of the views of Facebook in rails 3.1.0. I want facebook to refresh only the

graph generated code and the helper methods. I'm using facebooker gem. A: Facebooker supports
lazy loading. The facebook_helper_tag.lazy=true will change the behaviour of the tag to do the

onLoad. Also note, it has been reported that the facebooker code is no longer working in Rails 3.1 -
you have to migrate it to use the new ActionView::Base class. Q: OOP - What to do about a design

problem where we might have to ask multiple problems? I've been thinking about this problem for a
while, and I think it's a fairly common situation, but not one that I've seen discussed very much, if at

all. Lets say I have a design problem where I'd like to use some specific technology that has a
number of small problems of its own. I'm trying to decide if it's better to separate that technology

into its own object, or to use the technology in place of a class I already have. Both solutions create
the same problems: The technology has some hard to predict/to prove aspects of how it works. That
means that it might be hard to be certain in the code that it's running properly, and that its results

are correct If the technology itself needs to be changed, both solutions are dependent on
implementation changes to the object. Is there a pattern or general principle out there that makes

these harder or easier than expected, or do we just have to go with the best solution that solves the
most immediate problem at the cost of having to refactor later? A: The concept I think you need to

be thinking about is that of the leaky abstraction.
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Mac)..Evangelical Churches Become Net-Generating Forces Bazley says that evangelical churches

enjoy a decent relationship with the government, unlike many American Christian denominations. In
the past, he says, Southern Baptists lobbied for and successfully fought off attempts to make the
Bible the official reading in schools, and Southern Baptists were large donors to George W. Bush's
campaign for president. Now many of them are on record for opposing a proposed constitutional

amendment defining marriage as a union between a man and a woman. But Bazley says there's a
flip side to this change in the once-dominant influence of evangelical churches. "Some observers

have been saying the Christian Coalition movement has been weakened. They're right," says Bazley.
"And a couple of stories will drive the point home." The first deals with the death of the Rev. Jerry

Falwell. Two of his most vocal stalwarts, Peter Johnson, president of the Christian Coalition, and Pat
Robertson, head of the Christian Broadcast Network, went on CNN and in separate interviews said
Falwell's death created an opportunity for the religious right to reassert its political power. "If the

Christian Coalition could demonstrate that it's stronger than anyone else," says Bazley, "that might
be an opportunity for them." The second story involves what Bazley calls a rejection of conservative

evangelicalism by American Catholics. He says this is rooted in a broad rejection of Falwell and
Robertson. "I think we've seen the Catholic Church become more culturally liberal, and
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